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PREFACE
There are literally hundreds of books that have been written
in English about the unique society and culture of Japaj^. Almost
all of them deal with the traditional culture, while books on
modern Japan are few and far between. However, with Japan's
emergence on the international scene as an economic giant, it is
no longer possible or indeed desirable that the post-war Japanese
culture should continue to be thus neglected. This book intends
to fill the gap that hitherto existed regarding the Japanese student
movement. Until now, there has been no book which covers the
entire history of Zengakuren and describes the various sects.
While not a scholarly work, great pains haye been taken to
ensure the factual accuracy of the contents of this book in the
hope that the reader can arrive at a good understanding of the
Japanese student movement.
Eaeh chapter has been written by a student of Waseda University. The co-authors are also all members of the Waseda
English Speaking Society and belong to the district group known
as the Shinjuku Home Meeting. The main work done in researching the material of this book was carried out in the latter half of
1969 during which time the students were in their 2nd year of
studies (except Miss Sawara who was in her 1st year). They
represent a wide variety of backgrounds and are studying in
different fields. Mr. Ike da Kazuo and Mr. Nakanishi Masahiro
are both 20 years old and study Commerce; Mr. Matsunami
Michihiro is also 20 and is in the Science and Technology Department; Mr. Harada Hisato is 20 and in the Law Department;
Mr. Kokubun Yutaka is 22 years old and studies Economics
— iv —
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while Miss Sawara Yukiko is 20 and belongs to the School of
Education.
The main task of translating the material from Japanese into
English was conducted in part by the students themselves with
the remainder being done by myself, the editor. Therefore any
lapses in clarity or in the stylistic presentation of the text is
entirely my own responsibility. I have endeavored as mueh as
possible to stick to the original meanings intended by the coauthors, and should my interpretations prove erroneous, then
the blame must be laid at my door. As editor, I have also written
the Introduction and Chapter 7, though in the latter ease I have
made use of much material gathered by the authors, whieh was
not included in thfe earlier chapters.
In presenting this account of Zengakuren, it is has been
necessary to put forward the left-wing theories and opinions
involved, and in order to reach an understanding of the student
movement, I have been sympathetic toward their ideals. However, in writing and editing this book, I have endeavored to give
an objective viewpoint and trust that this has been achieved.
Finally I would like to acknowledge the assistance rendered
by Mr. Frederick Lorenzino in checking the readability of the
manuscript and of course to my wife Kiyoko, whose help and
sympathy made this book a reality.
Tokyo, May, 1970
Stuart J. Dowsey

List of Abbreviations and Organizations
Japanese names appear in the text in the Japanese order,
surnames first. The macron over long vowels has been omitted
throughout by the editor's preference.
Abbreviations
AIPC
Armed Insurrection Preparatory Committee (Puro
Gufldan Faction)
ANZUS Australia-New Zealand-U.S. Security Treaty
DSP
Democratic Socialist Party (Minshu Shakai To)
JCP
Japan Communist Party (Nihon Kyosan To)
LDP
Liberal Democratic Party (Jiyu Minshu To)
ML
Marx-Leninist Faction
SCAP
Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers
SFL
Student Liberation Front (Gakusei Kaiho Sensen)
Organizations
Akahata—Red Flag (JCP newspaper)
Ampo—Japan-U.S. Security Treaty
Beheiren—Citizens Alliance for 'Peace in Vietnam!'
Bund—see Kyosando
Chukaku—Central Core Faction of the Revolutionary Communist
League.
Dai Yon Inta—Fourth International Japan Branch
Furonto—Socialist Student Front
Gakusei Inta—Student International
Gakusei Rengo—Student Federation
Hantei Gakuhyo—Anti-imperialist Student Council
Hansen Gakudo—Anti-war Student League
Hansen Seinen Iinkai—Anti-war Youth Committees
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Heimin Gakkyo—Tokyo Student Joint Struggle Committee
Against Ampo and for the Protection of Peace and Democracy
Heimin Gakuren—National Student Liaison Committee Against
Ampo and for the Protection of Democracy
Jichikai—Student Self-governing Associations
Kakumaru—Revolutionary Marxist Faction of the Revolutionary Communist League
Kakukyodo—Japan Revolutionary Communist League
Komeito—Clean Government Party
Kyogakudo—Communist Student League
Kyosando—Communist League (Bund)
Marugakudo—Marxist Student League
Minseido—Democratic Youth League
Mlnsei To—Democratic Government Party (from Constitution
Party)
Purogakudo—Proletarian Student League
Sampa Rengo—Three Faction Alliance
Sampa Zengakuren—Three Faction Zengakuren
Sanbetsu—Congress of Industrial Unions
Seiyukai—Government Association
Sekigun—Red Army Faction of the Socialist Student League
Shagakudo—Socialist Student League
Shinjinkai—Enlightened Man Association
Shaseido—Socialist Youth League
Shaseido Kaiho-ha—Liberation Faction of the Socialist Student
League
Shingakudo—New Student League
Sodomei—General Federation of Labor
Sohyo—General Council of Trade Unions
Soka Gakkai—Modern Organization of the Nichiren Buddhist
Church
Togakuren—Tokyo Branch of Zengakuren
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Tojiren—Tokyo Liaison Council of Student Self-governing
Associations
Tokyo Cbahyo—Tokyo Chapter of Sohyo
Zengakuren—National Federation of Student Self-governing
Associations
Zenjiren—National Liaison Council of Student Self-governing
Associations
Zenkoku Zenkyoto—National Zenkyoto Federation
Zenkyoto—All-campus Joint Struggle Councils
Zemo—National Liaison Council of Trade Unions

INTRODUCTION
The streets of the Ginza, Japan's sparkling showcase for the
world, are a shambles. Acrid fumes of tear gas hang in the air,
shops are shuttered and the busy traffic is halted; The time is
April 28, 1969, and in Japan it is Okinawa Day. Tokyo is an
armed camp; police are guarding all the government buildings,
downtown railway stations are closed, department store windows
are boarded up and office workers have been sent home half a
day early. Unable to get near the Diet House, the seat of Japan's
government, the revolutionary students of Zengakuren have
turned on the Ginza to vent their spleen and created a no-man'sland in the middle of the soaring buildings.
Under the ever-whirling flickering neon signs, the battle lines
are drawn; the armies are poised and ready. The riot police in dark
blue uniforms hold the intersections; they crouch in a line
behind duralumin shields, dull lights glinting from their ominous
blue steel helmets, plastic visors clamped down, batons and tear
gas guns at the ready. Inside the police lines, from Ginza to Tokyo
station nearly a mile away the students hold sway; in the road a
fire burns sending oily smoke into the night air, billboards and
iron sheets barricade the street, broken paving stones and spent
tear gas cartridges lie in the gutter and through the mess an
eddying mob of students swhirling chanting running shouting.
Underneath the ground the subway trains are still running but
they do not stop at Ginza Station. On the elevated expressway
above is the audience, thousands of bystanders craning to get a
better view. From lip here it is safer, no flying rocks, no chance
to be hit by a police baton, or liosed down by water cannon.
Here no cars are passing, the way is blocked by television vans,
-
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which monitor the shots from the street below. The unearthly
scene of the whirling dervish students, faces half-hidden under
their brightly colored hand-painted helmets, mouths masked by
flannel towels tucked into the straps, their wild eyes shining
through tousled hair. The ponderous police van, a great gray
elephant on wheels, inching forward, surrounded by its cohorts;
the crack of the tear gas guns, the flash of flame as a molotov
cocktail shatters on the road; The television picture jumps as the
cameraman follows the crowd, trying to catch the action for the
watchers at home safe in the comfort of their living rooms. The
scene changes; fresh new student forces appear, brave troops
bearing a forest of wooden staves to sweep down on the police
lines; a student doubles up, his face twisted with paia, trying to
avoid a kicking boot, his helmet rolling shattered by his side and
finally the inevitable pathetic line of the captured being led into
a waiting truck.
These scenes are but the latest in a continuing series which are
carried to every bousehold in Japan and then all over the world.
The action is dramatic; it makes good television but the issues
are obscure and are unimportant to the average viewer. Something is happening but we don't know what, the signs and slogans
are unreadable and it all remains incomprehensible. However out
of this one name emerges, the name which symbolizes the student
revolution in Japan to the world—Zengakuren.
What is Zengakuren ? What are its aims and how important is
it in Japan? Who are its members? How did it start and where is
it going? These are some of the unanswered questions that are
posed by the existence of Zengakuren. Questions that were asked
before in 1960, whetl Zengakuren burst on the world scene during
the political struggles directed against the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty and which will be asked again in 1970 when the Security Treaty comes up for renewal. In 1960, the students were

chiefly responsible for the resignation of" the Japanese Prime
Minister and the cancellation of a visit to Japan by the American
President. More recently they have succeeded in shutting down
nearly every university in Japan in revolt against the antiquated
methods in use, producing a paralysis in the education system
and a cathartic shock to the Japanese establishment. Any organization that is able to wield such power should be understood and
not neglected when tiding to grasp the situation of modern Japan.
One common mistake is to regard Zengakuren as a cohesive
group with its aims dictated by international communism when
in fact nothing could be further from the truth. Zengakuren is
vast range of leftwing student factions, each with its own philosophy and character, but they all have one thing in common and
that is to see a revolution in Japan. However, bitterness amongst
rival groups is great and frequently degenerates into violence
often exceeding in degree that directed at the police. Though
Zengakuren was once directed by the Japan Communist Party
(JCP), most of the sects are now in opposition to it. Similarly
Zengakuren has little in common with the Japan Socialist Party,
which represents to the students the Old Japanese Left, while they
themselves are the New Left.
The history of the student struggle in Japan in both the political
and educational arenas goes back many years to the period just
following the war; while the history of student participation in the
left-wing movement goes back even further, to the beginnings of
Marxism in Japan. In the last few years, the world has seen the
emergence of highly vocal student movements in nearly every
corner of the globe and in Japan it is the Zengakuren who have
managed to articulate the universal feelings of youth best of all.
It-is an ironic comment on Japanese society that in the era which
has provided its people with the greatest affluence in their history,
when Japan's gross national product is the third largest in the

world, the priviledged youth of the nation's universities choose to
turn their backs on the established way with its guaranteed prosperity and respectability and take their chances in violent battles
with the police. We can find much the same thing throughout the
world, but whereas students in the developing nations have some
clear idea of what they are struggling against, it is those in the
advanced nations like Japan whose fight, less easily explicable,
takes on the appearance of a blind attack at all the established
values of the society that brought them up. One opinion put
forward by a leading news magazine is that the advanced nations
are in a period of chaotic change—a gear-wrenching moment
in history in which no one can possibly know for certain what lies
ahead.
Science and technology have created a new situation; it will
take some time for the social structure to accomodate the new
way of life. The youth of today are the first true citizens of the
new world of electronic communications; they have been exposed
to the full impact of a world community united under television
from childhood and are the only ones of us who have completely
adjusted to the life style it represents. The world has become an
electronic anthill with the human race close to being linked up
into a universal consciousness and it is the present generation of
youth who instinctively sense its implications and feel that some
new means of arranging and ordering human affairs is not only
necessary but inevitable. The natural idealism of the young can
now find support in similar sentiments and actions by others
not in only one country but all over the world. Universal education has widened the range of those who feel they know more
than their parents and are demanding their right to be heard
and to participate, but the reins of power remain firmly held by
the parental generation who have no intention of giving them up.
Given these conditions, it was inevitable that given time, today's
-
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youth would organize itself politically and that a confrontation
with authority would result.
If the origins of the student movement in the advanced countries
are similar for the reasons that we have given, the focus of each
struggle invariably centers around problems that are speeial to
eaeh country and culture. The American student movement has
found a great catalyst in the continuing Vietnam War, while in
France student protest against an outmoded university system
neatly coincided with popular sentiment against the traditionalist
regime of Charles de Gaulle and in Northern Ireland students
are leaders in the Catholic civil rights struggles. In Japan too,
the conditions that bred the Zengakuren movement are peculiar
to that country; the disillusionment of losing the war, the idealism freed by the defeat of the militarists and ready to be turned to
more humanitarian goals, the humiliation of occupation and
the presence of foreign troops to this day, Japan's abhorrence
of war and of nuclear weapons; all these factors and many
others have helped shape the lives of Japan's revolutionary
youth.
To understand the Japanese student movement we will examine the origins of the present educational system; we will
look into the present-day political make-up and trace the history
of Zengakuren from its beginnings in the dark days after the war.
The student movement is inextricably bound up in two separate
fields of student struggle—polities and education. The first
crystallizes around the nationwide movement against the JapanU.S. Security Treaty; and though the students are ready to join
with other anti-Security Treaty forces, they tend to take a more
extremist view as compared with the other groups. They favor
direct actions such as invading American bases, hindering construction of American facilities and attempting to block actions of
Japanese government politicians. Theoretically, Japan is a rniilti-

party country, but the government is firmly under the control of
the powerful Liberal Democrats making it virtually a one-party
state with the left-wing cast as a permanent opposition. The
students resort to extremist activities because they lack the basis
for real political power and in doing so they can at least feel
they are fighting for their ideals. As is well known, the violence
generated by student struggles always attracts more attention
than more peaceful methods, but at the same time the reasons are
usually ignored. The failure of the established left-wing to make
any headway at the polls has contributed to a general mistrust
among students for their policies if not their ideals. Since its
first inception, the Japanese left-wing has argued over whether
to plan an one-step or a two-step revolution and this is mirrored
in the basic spht that exists between the different factions in
Zengakuren. About the only thing that all Zengakuren students
will agree on is that Japan needs a revolution; but beyond this
no two groups are of the same mind.
The Japanese educational system is a patchwork quilt of policies
taken from French, German and American sources and is in
dire heed of an overhaul if it is to be relevant to modem Japan.
The present universities are extremely overcrowded creating
pressures their originators could never have foreseen and which
serve to dramatically show up the inadequacies. The students'
basic desire to be allowed to participate in the running of the
university is a logical extension of the doctrine of democratization that was imposed on Japan by the American occupation
forces after the war. Real control however still rests in the hands
of the Ministry of Education and this brings the students into
conflict with the government yet again, when they resort to
tactics such as the university strike and the blockading of university buildings to achieve their demands.
The use of the name Zengakuren has become meaningless as
-
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it is used freely by a wide variety of student groups. Originally a
non-political movement, Zengakuren developed under the
control of the Japan Communist Party to the point where it
split into rival factions. The history of the Japanese student
movement, therefore, has to show how these rival groups relate
to each other, giving their membership, size, ideological attitudes,
alignments and relative importance. At the same time, the
student radical has become the most distinctive indigenous
cultural figure to mark the post war era. The street fighting has
produced an image of the helmeted stick-wielding student;
theoretizing has spawned new words for the Japanese vocabulary;
comics, songs, magazines and television are concerned with
what they do, the advertising industry capitalizing on this image.
To get a better idea of the life of the Japanese student revolutionary it was decided to present a comprehensive portrait of
one of the major factions. We chose the Revolutionary Marxists—
Kakumaru—and in describing this group will try to examine
the culture of the student movement in depth. The Kakumaru
itself is perhaps the most independent of all the factions, being
more concerned with dialectic than the others but in spite of
this it too advocates violence in pursuit of its ideal and as such
is quite representative.
Finally some thought has been given to the future. Of course
the summer of 1970 is sure to see renewed activity against the
Japan-U.S. security treaty which is due for renewal but after
that the student movement is sure to be around for a long time
yet. We can try and predict what the future would be like if a
student revolt ever materialized. Ideas on how to make the
movement succced and the opposing viewpoint of how to stop
it are also aired.
In this short book, an attempt has been made to sort out the
main facts about what is an exceedingly complicated situation
-
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and to present for the reader an account of the most continuously
active student movement in the world. If in doing so, this helps
to clear up misunderstandings and confusion as to what Zengakuren is and helps give a better insight into what is happening
in Japan today, then this book will have fulfilled its purpose.

-
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Chapter 1:

Historical Background
by IKEDA KAZUO

Organized political activity by Japanese students is not a new
thing. Most student movements in other advanced countries
seem to have been strongly influenced by the phenomenon of
the Red Guards in the Chinese Cultural Revolution of 1966 and
made their appearances in 1967 and 1968. However, the Japanese
student movement started much earlier and in fact has had a
continuous development since 1947. It is completely indigienous
and though subject to some foreign influences, it is probably
true that Japan has on the other hand been a great influence in
its own right. To see why this is so we must start by examining
the historical background to the modern situation.
At the heart of every attempt to explain Japan, inevitably there
must be an acknowledgement of the uniqueness of the Japanese
culture. Japan is an island country with a highly centralized and
cohesive society and this has been true throughout its history.
It is also important to grasp that Japan used to be an isolated
country, which although under the influence of China was able
to maintain a sense of uniqueness and independence. In the
overcrowded living space of the Japanese islands, there has
arisen a society in which membership of a group is the natural
order and in which individuality is seen as a source of disharmony
and has little or no place. The Japanese is from birth a member
of several groups; starting with his family, next his work or study
group, then other organizations and finally, he is a member of
the Japanese nation. At different periods in history different
groups have taken priority. For instance, during the feudal
era the political structure, was based on family loyalties and it
was during this period that the fanatical ideals of duty and obedi-

ence to the group were developed. This was extended to encompass the whole nation during the modern era and the militarists of the pre-war era were able to base their ascendancy on
careful manipulation of these characteristics. During the present
day, the emphasis has been switched to the economic field and,
under skilful management, Japan has become an industrial giant
with the third largest gross national product in the world.
In such a group-oriented society, there exists tremendous
rivalry between groups and factionalism within each group.
Success or failure is highly dependent on the quality of leadership. It is quite feasible for a small group of men to take control
of a larger body just by supplanting the old leaders. The Meiji
Government was in the hands of just 100 men; the militarist
clique which led Japan into the Pacific War was also a small
select group, but both of these controlled the fate of every
Japanese. It is in this sense that we should regard the Japanese
student's vision of a Socialist revolution as something more than
a pipe-dream and realize how important it is to have some knowledge and understanding of the various factions of the studentf
revolutionaries now vying for power.
The feudal period survived right up to the nineteenth century
when Japan was rudely awakened by the military might of the
Western nations. This led to a complete change in leadership;
the last shogunate of the Tokugawa family gave way to the
restoration of the Emperor in 1867. This period is referred to as
Meiji, after the Emperor. The new leaders had originally opposed
the shogunate's policies of admitting foreigners, but later realized
that the more sensible course would be to learn from the
West and thereby make Japan as powerful as any Western
country. This was done by sending Japanese to foreign
countries to study different aspects of each. The most important
subjects were military (army and navy) and government
-
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(communications, transportation, education, agriculture, etc),
but some importance was placed on industrial development also.
Students were chosen to study the best examples of their fields
at that time; for example the German Army provided the format
for the fledgeling Japanese Imperial Army, while Britain provided
the plan for the Navy. Sometimes, however, it became necessary
to change countries in mid-stream as some other had shown its
system to be better and on other occasions two or more national
systems were studied and then integrated. This has led to the
situation where modem institutions are the product of a hodgepodge of different systems from many countries and are extremely difficult to operate, being hardly appropriate to the
conditions of the new Japan.
We are mainly concerned in this book with two of these systems: education and parliamentary government. In the case of
education, Western influences were felt right from the start of
the Meiji Restoration, but in the case of parliamentary government, though, this was established as early on as 1890; it was
not until the 1920s that the western influences of Socialism and
Communism were felt. In the former case, educational policies
were the result of studies instigated by the national leadership,
but in the lattercase, Socialist and Communist politics were
never approved of by the leaders and had to be spread on a much
lower level than other foreign influences. All the same, both of
these have come to be integral parts of modern Japanese society
and are two of the main factors shaping the lives of the young
Japanese students, especially those who make up the ranks of
the revolutionaries.
The Early Period
All of modern Japanese history has its origins somewhere
in the feudal period. Politics at that time centered around a ruling
-
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family, either imperial or aristocratic. The existence of a large
number of aristocratic families, with their own ranks of retainers
and warriors, led to great rivalry and frequently to war to decide
who should in fact ,rule. However, these internecine conflicts did
not usually involve the main population. Finally, the Tokugawa
family was able to suppress all opposition and by instituting strict
feudal controls imposed the rule of their shogunate for 265 years
right up to the onset of the modern period. During this period, the
main characteristics of modern Japanese society were formulated
and the Japanese people were bound together as an ethnic unit
closer than ever before.
Education, at this time, was considered necessary for the training of the aristocracy and the priesthood. Most of the teaching was
done by "priests and so the emphasis was on Buddhist philosophy.
Under the tight control of the Tokugawa Shogunate, Japan was
almost completely isolated from the outside world and the inflexible rule by regional lords (daimyo) produced a change in
ethics. Confucianism, which placed emphasis on complete loyalty, obedience to one's master and the acceptance of traditional
authority, came to dominate the schooling system. It was because
these Confucian ideals had become so woven into Japanese
society that the feudal era was able to last so long. Feudalism in
Japan was almost identical to that of medieval Europe but with
one important difference; in Europe the relation between lord
and vassal was in the form of a sort of contract with a two-way
system of mutual .responsibilities, but i/i Japan all the responsibility was on the part of the subordinate to his superior, a oneway system which still exists in modified form.
However, though the Shogun held the real power, the emperor
was still nominally head of Japan and when a movement built up
to overthrow the shogunate it was to restore imperial rule. The
leaders of the imperial restoration movement had confidently ex-

pected to manipulate the Emperor Meiji as a figurehead of their
government, but he was a man of great character and in due
course asserted himself so that Japan, at the onset of the modern
era* was under the central rule of a supreme Emperor. The restoration government destroyed the power and status of the warrior
classes and managed to orientate the people of Japan to allegiance
to the Emperor. The new government was, in fact, an oligarchy
made up of a fewer than one hundred young men who were
acting in the name of the Emperor.
In overthrowing the Tokugawa shogunate, one of the issues had
been a desire to prevent an influx of foreign ideas but with the
end of years of isolation, the new leaders were faced with the
task of creating an independent nation that could stand alone in
the world and so they turned to the West to find the answers to
their problems. It was realized at once that the old system of
temple schools was completely inadequate and that a new educational system was needed. Young men from all over Japan were
sent abroad to study. First of all, the government set up a Ministry
of Education in 1871 and in the following year a neW educational
system was set up. Education, as originally provided, was to be on
a universal compulsory 4-year basis; the country was divided up
into 8 collegiate districts, after the French model, each of these
was made up of 32 high school districts, with each being divided
into 210 elementary school districts. Thus it was, that modern
education came to Japan, not as the result of universal suffrage,
but as part of a modernization policy of the national government.
From the start, the Japanese government has had a voice in
educational affairs, a situation which has had many ramifications.
As a model for its new school system Japan looked to the
United States. This was natural as Japan's aim was universal
education and at that time the United States had achieved the
-
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greatest success in this respect. Many educators were brought
to Japan to advise and train teachers for the new system and so
it was that Japan, although an authoritarian country, originally
had progressive educational methods and techniques, such as
the Pestalozzi method, which was in vogue at the time, and which
emphasized learning through sense experience in contrast to
rote memorization.
However, this era of progressive education was short-lived.
Towards the end of the 1870s, the influence of the Confucianists
rose again and they demanded a return to the Confucian base of
education. They were instrumental in promulgating a series of
educational ordinances which introduced a compulsory course
on morals, stressing the traditional ethical ideals of loyalty and
filial piety, together with military drill into the curriculum. The
goal of education was now defined; education was for the benefit
of the state, not for the benefit of the student. Stated another way,
education was to teach the student what to think, not how to think.
A textbook authorization system was established and teachers
could only use textbooks approved of by the Minister of Education. In 1904, it was learned that publishers had been bribing
members of the prefectural textbook examining committees and
so after this the Ministry itself took over publication of all school
texts, compiling a systematic series for all subjects taught in the
educational system. In this way, the government was able to
exercise direct control over what was being taught.
In 1889, the Imperial Constitution was decreed and this confirmed the Emperor as the absolute ruler of Japan. In the following year, the Imperial Edict on Education appeared providing a
philosophical basis for the national educational system. It cast
the Emperor as a god and demanded absolute loyalty from his
subjects. Patriotism, respect for the Constitution, observation of
the law and willingness to die for Japan were all included in the
-
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educational emphasis. As a result of these promulgations, education in Japan took on a decidedly ultranationalistic tone and
became increasingly more militaristic. Hence, the basis was laid
for 'thought control' and fascism which were later to emerge.
As we have said before, the Meiji government rested in thehands
of a small but powerful oligarchy, however, in order to retain
their power, it was necessary to widen their popular support and
this was done by introducing several Western institutions of
government. There was the creation of a parliament called the
National Diet, a Constitution, government ministries for each
administrative field and a prefectural system of local government
which kept control firmly in the hands of Tokyo. But, whereas the
parliamentary system in other countries was the result of popular
demand and pressure, once again the Japanese Constitution and
the Diet were the gift of the ruling oligarchy to the people. There
was no need to make any concessions to the people and these
things were made available because members of the ruling group
had reached the conclusion that a constitution and some form of
parliamentary government were essential components of a strong
Western state.
The task of drafting a constitution was put in the hands of a
man named Ito who travelled Europe studying the political
institutions of the leading powers. He modelled the Imperial
Constitution after the German model but included a very important innovation, that being a bi-cameral Diet. There was to be
a House of Peers and a House of Representatives. The latter was
to be elected by males over 25 who paid an annual tax of fifteen
yen or more. This meant an initial electorate of 460,000, slightly
more than 1% of the population. The original political parties
were created in 1881; the Liberal Party (Jiyuto), Reform Party
(Kaishinto) and Imperial Party (Teiseito), However, these parties
merely reflected the interests of factions within the group of ruling
-
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oligarchs. In 1890, the first elections were held and though the
workings of government had moved from the closed committee
room to the floor of the Diet, it was still not possible to say that
Japan had become a democracy in the Western sense, and in
fact, it still maintained all the traditions of a paternalistic authoritarian state.
The same period up to 1890 also saw the establishment of the
first universities and the beginnings of higher education. In most
countries, it is the private university which traditionally enjoys
tbe greatest prestige, but in Japan a different state of affairs
exists. Japan has three categories of university—national, public
and private. The national universities were established and
financed directly by the government and for this reason were more
prestigious. However, the first university to be established was
actually a private one, Keio University, which was started in 1858,
some ten years before the Meiji Restoration. Following this, up
to 1890, of the 9 universities founded, 8 were private and although
they did not enjoy the approval of the government, they were
able to build up good reputations, supplying services that the
national universities were unable to provide, by making higher education more accessible and by stressing individual development.
The first national university was formed in 1877, when Tokyo
University was created by joining two schools (Kaisei Gakko and
Tokyo Medical College) together to become the most important
scat of learning in the land. It consisted of four departments;
Law, Science, Literature and Medicine. Initially, there was a
student enrollment of 1,750 and a faculty of 91, including 35
foreigners. When the Imperial University Edict (Teikokii Daigaku Rei) was set forth in 1886, Tokyo University changed its
name to Tokyo Imperial University. At first Tokyo had been
modelled after the amalgamated college in the United States
but after the Imperial University Edict, it was completely re-
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organized after the pattern of the German universities, where
the professors both taught and conducted research. According
to the Imperial Edict, the purpose of the university was to
provide instruction in the arts and sciences required by the state
as well as to conduct original research in these fields. Hence the
universities, and in particular Tokyo Imperial University, became
the learning organizations of the state, training the leaders and
officials of government.
In 1897, another imperial university was established at Kyoto.
Two more quickly followed in Kyushu and Hokkaido in 1903.
Tohoku Imperial University was set up in 1909 and then in
1931, one each in Osaka and Nagoya. Apart from Keio, the
first private universities were Senshu (founded in 1880), Waseda
(1882), Meiji (1881), Nihon ,(1889) and Hosei (1889). In addition
to these, there were the private universities established by Christian
missionary groups. These schools were founded so as to pro^
selytize religious beliefs, but as they were staffed by many foreign
teachers, they were able to provide excellent instruction in
English, economics and political science. Among these universities were Rikkyo (Episcopalian, 1871), Aoyama Gakuin
(1883) and Jochi or Sophia University (Roman Catholic, 1913).
During the period following the war with Russia in 1904
through to the First World War, Japanese industry developed
and expanded. The industrial field consequently required a large
number of people who had received a higher education. The
government was quick to respond and passed a new University
Edict in 1918 which recognized private as well as public universities. Through this law, single department schools were
expanded into multiple department institutions and referred to
as Government Universities. It was at this time that the imperial
universities were first required to have graduate departments.
The purpose of the university was further defined by this law as
-
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tbe teaching of theory and practices required by the state, the
investigation of basic knowledge and the cultivation of the
spirit of nationalism. Before tbe passing of this law, there were
only a few imperial universities and thus only a small percentage
were able to obtain a first class higher edueation. However, with
the University Edict of 1918, the character of the university
changed and the number of people receiving a higher education
greatly increased (see Chart). Already by this time, the Japanese
university students had become an elite group, occupying a special
position in society, which led to them taking an active role in
the community at a very early age.
Chart
Government-recognized universities

National
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940

1
2
3
6
17
19

Public

2
5
2

Private

Number of
Students

8
24
26

1,312
3,240
7,239
21,915
69,605
81,999

When the Meiji government established universities in Japan
it aimed at the cultivation of nationalism and naturally did not
readily admit to university independence and autonomy. The
government chose to control the university and restrict it to its
own needs. However, as Japanese intellectuals came into contact
with foreign ideologies and studied at foreign universities, they
began to reflect on what the true nature of the university should
be and became aware of the concepts of university autonomy
and academic freedom. In spite of the Government's negative
-
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attitude, two incidents occurred which were to lay the foundations for the continuing struggle for university autonomy.
In 1904, Japan was about to declare war with Russia when a
professor of Law at Tokyo Imperial University, Tomizu Hiroto,
criticized the government's policy towards Russia which he
claimed had been unimaginative up to then. He was urging that
a more agressive stand be taken and to this end he started a
political movement. The government was quite unprepared to
accept this type of criticism and so, acting through the office of
the Minister of Education, Kuboto Yuzuru, took the step of
having Professor Tomizu fired from the university. Although
such action had always been possible on the part of the Ministry,
this act caused great concern amongst the professors at Tokyo,
and the president, Yamagawa Kenjiro, resigned taking responsibility for the affair. The professors in the Law Department
protested strongly saying that the government should have
consulted with the university first hefore taking such action.
Because of their demands, the Minister of Education resigned
and Tomizu and Yamagawa were allowed to resume their posts.
This incident set a precedent and though not recognized legally,
action such as the dismissal of faculty members was never again
taken by the government (until the war) without prior consulation
with the faculty. So for the first time, public attention was drawn
to the question of university autonomy.
The other key incident took place in 1914. The president of
Kyoto Imperial University, Sawayanagi Seitaro, was well known
for his ideas on eliminating the stagnating character of the
university. He was well informed about foreign conditions and
was keen on innovations. For instance, although women were
rarely allowed to enter institutions of higher learning in Japan
at that time, Sawayanagi was responsible for letting women enter
Toboku Imperial University. However, he aroused opposition on
-
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account of his dictatorial methods. The incident in question
occurred when he tried to dismiss 7 professors who he claimed
were lazy. The other professors protested his high-handedness,
asserting that the president of a university ought to consult
with his faculty before taking any stich action, and the protest
forced Sawayanagi's resignation. It is interesting to note that the
next president at Kyoto, Araki Torasaburo, Was elected by the
voting of the faculty for the first time and that with this assertion
of power on the part of the faculty, this method of selecting a
president eventually spread to Tokyo Imperial University as well
as other universities.
These two incidents established precedents for the preservation
of university autonomy, established the rights of the university
in its dealings with the government and for the faculty with
regard to the university executive. It is important to note that
these guidelines had no basis in law and that the government in
particular would frequently try to ignore them, so that the
question of university autonomy appears again and again and
has never been satisfactorily resolved. When the student movement got started in the modern period, it too looked to these
precedents to find examples upon; which to base its claims for
representation in the university administration.
The Pre-war Period
With the onset of the 1920's, the political picture in Japan was
radically altered by the influx of foreign ideologies, especially
Socialism and Communism. However, the main political power
remained in essentially the same hands as it always had and would
throughout Japan's history. Originally this power had been
represented by the groups behind the Liberal Party and the
Reform Party, but in time these parties changed their names and
gradually drew closer. First, the Reform Party became the Pro-
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gressive Party, and then in 1898 they joined the Liberal Party to
form the Constitution Party (Kenseito). Factionalism quickly
caused the new party to split into two rival Constitution Parties
which in turn became the Government Association (Seiyukai)
in 1900 and the People's Party (Kokuminto) in 1910. The People's
Party itself subdivided into two groups which evolved into the
Reform Club (Kakushin Kurabu, 1923) and the Constitution
Association (Kenseikai, 1916). In 1927, the Constitution Association joined with a splinter group from the Government
Association to form the Democratic Constitution Party and
this once more broke up in 1932 into two parts, one of which
called itself the National Federatiou (Kokumindomei) while the
other kept the old name of the Democratic Constitution Party.
All this jockeying for power amongst the governmental factions
gave rise to the three main parties which existed before the war
and which survived until they were broken up by the militarists
in 1940. The way in which these groups continued splitting up
and reforming is very Japanese and finds an interesting parallel
in the modern student movement. At first, it was the purpose
of the ruling oligarchy to use parliamentary government as a
means of consolidating their power; later the new industrial
and economic combines carried on this practice. The governments that were formed did not last long and the prewar
period saw the rotation of the premiership around members of a
select group.
Outside of this clique, in which the real political power was
resolved, there were not many other political organizations but
with the successful completion of the Russian Revolution it was
not long before Socialist and Communist theories began to
make an impression on the intellectuals of Japan. The 1920's
saw the emergence of the first student organizations which went
beyond being simple university clubs and were centered around
-
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the study of social science. This subject was not included in the
curricula at that time and as time passed the interpretations of
society made by these organizations took on a distinctly Marxist
tone. There had also been several popular social movements in
Japan such as the Rice Riots of 1918 and these had a profound
effect on the students of the time. The first student group that
was formed to study social theory and related problems was the
Shinjinkai (Enlightened Man Society) at Tokyo Imperial University. This was also the start of the whole development of
Socialism and Communism in Japan and left-wing history can
be traced from this point. Thus it was that student organizations
have always been an integral part of the Japanese Socialist
movement and it is quite natural for today's students to express
their idealism in terms of socialist revolution.
Actually, the first Socialist teachings had made their appearance
in Japan in 1898, through a small Christian oriented group
which was formed to study Socialism, which was called the
Shakaishugi Kenkyukai (The Association for the Study of
Socialism). Following this was an abortive attempt to found a
Social Democratic Party and it wasn't until 1907 that a viable
party was formed which called itself the Nihon Shakaito (Japan
Socialist Party). Extremists within this tiny party were committed
to violent revolution after the anarchist pattern and finally in
1910, they hatched the plot to assassinate the Emperor Meiji for
which twelve radicals were executed and the Socialist movement
ground to a halt.
Next came the Shinjinkai at Tokyo Imperial University which
was founded in 1918 under the leadership of one of the professors, Yoshino Sakuzo. Its activities were mainly concerned
with the instruction and study of social ideologies, interpretation
of foreign books and lecture meetings. This group was the most
important single student organization of the time and con-
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tinued to play an active part in the the democratic movement
until 1926, organizing itself as a labor movement as well. At this
time, another very important student group was formed at
Waseda University called the Gyominkai (Men of Dawn Society)
which was to become the nucleus of the first Communist Party.
The first efforts to organize the students on a nationwide
scale came with the formation of the Gakusei Rengo (Student
Federation) which encompassed forty student groups, including
the Shinjinkai and the Gyominkai, from all Japanese universities. The first Gakusei Rengo was set up at Tokyo Imperial
University in 1922 and by the next year it had spread throughout
Japan and even included several high school groups. The aim
of this federation was to promote mutual understanding between students of different schools. In 1923 however, the government, alarmed by its rapid growth, tried to suppress it by arresting many of the active leaders. In spite of this, the Gakusei Rengo
was able to hold a nationwide meeting in 1924 and by then
could claim membership of forty-nine student groups with a
total of 1,500 students. There were two main factions in the
Gakusei Rengo; one favoring an active policy of making a
radical movement the main purpose of the federation and the
other, taking a more scholarly attitude, advocated deeper study
of social problems. A meeting attended by all the representatives
was held to resolve this conflict and the result was a compromise
decision to devote themselves to the spreading of Marxism and
to participate in the student movement in the role of students,
not professional revolutionaries.
At the same time, the labor movement was beginning to get
started with the first trade union organizations such as Sodomei
(Japanese Federation of Labor) which were also following Socialist lines. For a while, there had been anarchists in control,
but with the international failure of anarcho-syndicalism, 1922
-
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saw the effective end of their influence in Japan. The first Communist Party was an underground organization founded in 1921
while the ostensive public front was an extension of the Waseda
Gyominkai which had the name Gyomin Kyosanto (Men of
Dawn Communist Party). Naturally these parties met with
government disapproval and were vigorously suppressed, most
of the leaders being arrested. Finally in 1922, through a group of
Japanese delegates and Comintern officials in Moscow on July
15th, a meeting was held to found the Japan Communist Party
as a branch of the international communist movement. This
lasted until the summer of the following year when the police
obtained a list of the members and it was wiped out. This was the
pattern in those days when any mention of left wing sympathies
was enough to get professors drummed out of their positions.
The Socialist intellectuals had no chance to form a permanent
body. However, it was already apparent that among the few
Japanese who belonged to these groups a debate was emerging.
The crux of the matter was this: what was the true nature of
Japanese society and what was the correct way to regard social
revolution in Japan ? The early Communists were very much
under the influence of Moscow and so they were concerned with
making a proletarian revolution despite the fact that at that time
the real mass of the population were peasants. The pivot was in
the development of the bourgeoisie and whether the Meiji
Reformation had produced a bourgeois revolution in Japan;
if so, then Japan was already ripe for a one-step revolution, but
if this was not so then a two-step revolution would be necessary.
It was acknowledged by nearly every one concerned that Japan
was not ready for a Communist party, so instead it was decided to
form a legal proletarian party. The Japan Communist Party
therefore was disbanded, but when the Comintern heard of this
they were indignant with such an independent action being taken
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and ordered it to be reformed. Thus it was that several groups
came into being within the Communist movement, each with its
own interpretation of how to act. Accordingly, when the time came
to form a proletarian party in 1925, four separate parties made
their appearances. The so-called right-wing elements formed
the Shakai Minshuto (Social Mass Party), which included Sodomei union representation; the Nihon Nominto (Japan Farmers
Party) was based on rural support and by necessity had to be
rather conservative; the Nihon Ronoto (Japan Labor-Farmer
Party) was in the center and included labor leaders and intellectuals; and finally there was the Rodo Nominto (Labor-Farmer
Party) which was under Communist control.
The government was embarking on a policy of ultra-nationalism
and considered any form of social movement as a threat, so it was
systematically harassing and trying to suppress the fledgeling
student movement and proletarian parties. In 1925, the Law for
the Maintenance of the Public Peace was passed which gave the
government the power they needed to be able to crush any movement that was considered to be against their policies.
This had serious repercussions in the academic world. Professors were forced to give up their research into Marxist and
Socialist ideologies or suffer the consequences. In one instance, an
Assistant Professor of Tokyo Imperial University spent 3 months
in jail because the Public Prosecutor argued that his essays made
public anarchistic thinking like Kropotkin's and was clearly
detrimental to Japanese nationalism. In 1923, the government
tried to implement a policy of establishing military study groups
in the universities. The first attempt was at Waseda University
and aroused a storm of protest among the students and led to
clashes between the Sumo Wrestling Club, whose sympathies
were with the right wing militarists, and the protesters. The
military study groups didn't succeed, but such was the climate
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of the times.
In 1925, the Law for the Maintenance of the Public Peace was
proposed by the Government and it passed the Diet in March.
Not only did it prohibit movements and associations which aimed
at changing the national character but sympathizers could be
punished under this law to penal servitude for up to 10 years
(later in 1928, this was changed to a maximum penalty of death).
This law was first invoked against members of the Gakusei Rengo
at Kyoto Imperial University sending 30 students to prison. The
result of this law was the complete prohibition of free speech and
thought until it was finally repealed in 1945 when 500 political
prisoners were freed by the occupation troops.
In 1928, the Minister of Education, Mizuno Rentaro, summoned all the presidents of the major Japanese universities and
ordered them to break up all of the social science study groups
such as the Shinjinkai and other members of the Gakusei Rengo.
He also insisted that Marxist professors should be eliminated
and as a result, many professors including those who were only
guilty of lecturing on Marxian economics were forced to resign.
At this time, it was clear that the real power lay with the government in directing the policy of the nniversities and that the
persidents had become very weak. At the same time, the student
social science study groups were being suppressed and by 1929
all of the important leaders had been arrested, so these groups
could not help but break up.
By the 1920's a fundamental change had come over Japanese
politics. The original oligarchy of the Meiji era had died out and
had been replaced by an ever-increasing number of interests who
had succeeded to the mantle of power. Prominent among these
interests were the newly emerging industrial and economic combines which were able to buy control of whichever party was
represented in the Cabinet and the government. Thus it was that
-
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the right-wing parties, the Government Association and the
Constitution Association, were the tools of backroom power
groups. In this atmosphere, the newly educated class of young
intellectuals emerged. We have already noted how these young
men had turned to the study of social science and Marxism in
their independent strivings toward an interpretation of society.
Now there came an even more important phase in which these
young men came to form the vanguard of the Japanese Communist movement. In doing so they tended to be at odds with
the Comintern and like their leader Fukumoto Kazuo were even
ready to criticize Marx!
In 1926, Fukumoto and his associates reformed the Japan
Communist Party but within a year due to intense Comintern
pressure, Fukumoto was forced to give up his position on the
Central Committee and the Party endorsed the Moscow position.
At the same time, there was the Rono faction which was organized
by Yamazawa around the monthly magazine Rono (LaborFarmer). This group tried desperately get to Comintern approval
but were repeatedly rebuffed for their policies which included
the thesis that Japan was ripe for a one-step revolution because
the bourgeoisie had already triumphed over the feudalism of the
past. By 1930, the Rono group was itself as an independent Communist faction without any ties and was instrumental in transmitting to postwar Japan a staunch Marxist stance to the more
moderate political groups. The origins of the present Japan
Socialist Party can be traced from this grotvp and in time, Rono
National Communism became Socialism.
The electorate was enlarged from 3 million to 13 million in the
1928 election and all the proletarian parties campaigned vigorously and gained 5% of the total vote. The Communist LaborFarmer Party made the most substantial gains, but these were
short lived as might be expected and the police rounded up some
-
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1,200 people only one month after the election and the government ordered the disolution of the Labor-Farmer Party and the
Proletarian Youth League as being .Communist front organizations. This put the Comintern Communists in a bad position as
they opposed the creation of a legal party that would drain
support from the Communist Party while the Rono faction went
ahead and formed a new legal left party, the Musan Taishuto
(Proletarian Mass Party), and began to recruit members of the
defunct Labor-Farmer Party. The old Labor-Farmer Party was
revived by some of its former members only to be banned two
days later by the authorities. Communist influence continued in
the labor movement with the formation of Zenkyo (Nihon Rodo
Kumiai Zenkoku Kyogikai-National Council of Japanese Labor
Unions) but this only had a membership of 5,500 so it could not
be said to be very important at the time. Through the 1929-1930
period, surveillance of Japanese Communists was on the increase;
so precarious was their position that members had taken to
** carrying guns and on occasion pitched battles were fought with
police. But the nationalist tide was sweeping over Japan and by
1935 all the major leaders were in jail, where they remained until
the end of the war. Other socialist and liberal politicians were
harassed and occasionally imprisoned for short times.
Meanwhile, in the upper levels of government, there was an
almost complete break down of parliamentary practice. The same
infusion of newly educated youth that we saw at the intellectual Socialist level was mirrored among the more conservative
of the youth. These young people tended to come from rural areas
and were thus very reactionary, distrustful of capitalism and
disinclined to hold respect for the older leaders. Many of these
had joined the army and thus it was that this new breed of rightwing nationalists were sympathetic to totalitarianism, and given
Japan's weakness in the field of natural resources they advocated
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a policy of imperialist expansion. That these militarists were
able to get control of the reins of government was due to the
Meiji emphasis on the supreme nature of the Emperor. By
careful manipulation of the nation's loyalties, the militarists
were able both to justify their own actions and to lead the people
forward in whatever direction they chose. Extremists of this
group helped indirectly by liquidating democratic leaders, and
also at the same time, making the militarists look more moderate,
allowed them to step forward and take over. In 1932, the army
finally took over, demanded an end to party Cabinets and put
its own men in charge of a Cabinet composed of professional
bureaucrats. The left-wing parties were all banned and the
right-wing parties were left with a powerless Diet in which
they could do little more than conduct meaningless debates.
The elections of 1936 produced very strong support for liberal
candidates which shocked the military considerably and as a
result right-wing extremists were sent out to murder as many
of the leading statesmen as possible. These extremists were
punished, but with all the opposition removed nothing stood
between the militarists and complete power.
This period saw the creation of the Bureau of Thought Supervision within the Ministry of Education. This office was just
what its name implies, a straightjacket for education. It worked
in two ways: one through control of schools by sercet police
and propaganda methods, and the other through examining
books and surveying-'thougl^pro^
This bureau
also published books such as Basic Principles of the National
Polity and The Way of the Subject which were then distributed
to all teachers, from primary schools to universities.
In 1936, a Council on Innovation in Learning and Education
was set up to advise the Ministry of Education on policy in the
thought control program. Its members were both teachers and
-
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laymen and their recommendations for guaranteeing the support
of the people for nationalistic policies were as follows:
1) Institutions should be interpreted in accordance with
national aims in contrast with the individualism and materialism
of the West;
2) All things not conforming to national policy should be
excluded from Japanese thinking;
3) University professors should be chosen not only for their
scholarship but also for their loyalty to Japanese tradition;
4) Japanese spirit and ancestor worship were two subjects to
be stressed in elementary schools;
5) Political reliability should be emphasized in the training
of teachers, principals and inspectors;
6) Textbooks should enhance the national spirit and should
include examination and refutation of foreign social philosophies;
7) Courses, such as morals and civics, should be taught in such
a way as to strengthen filial piety, loyalty and obedience to law;
8) History, in particular, should interpret Japan's social and
political system favorably;
9) Other subjects such as the arts and physical training should
also be utilized.
The institution of this thought control program encountered
strong resistance from the universities and many incidents
occurred. In one case, the Minister of Education (Hatoyama
Ichiro, who was to become Prime Minister in 1955) forced the
resignation of Takigawa Yukitatsu, a law professor at Kyoto,
because he lectured on Tolstoy's concepts of punishment, and
such teaching was deemed communistic. In spite of protest action
by students and faculty who believed that they would be consulted in the hiring or firing of professors, the government stood
firm and from this time on suppression of academic freedom was
assured.

In 1935, the country was completely militarized, with the
budget for military affairs having risen from 39.9% in 1933 to
46.1%. Under these circumstances the Minobe incident occurred.
Minobe Tatsukichi was a retired doctor from Tokyo Imperial
University who lectured occasionally, and his crime was to put
forward the idea that although the Emperor was the supreme
head of the state, his right to govern was limited by the Imperial
Constitution of 1889. His ideas were denounced by the military
authorities and the right-wing who accused him of disloyalty
and of ridiculing the Emperor. His books were banned and in
the following year he was attacked by a right-wing terrorist who
shot and injured him. (n.b. Minobe's son is the present governor
of Tokyo).
In 1937, another incident occurred in which right-wing professors at Tokyo Imperial University tried to get Professor Yanaihara Tadao dismissed from the Economics Department for
publishing an anti-war essay entitled 'The Ideal of the State'.
At a faculty meeting, however, there was sufficient support for
Yanaihara that no decision could be taken, and in addition the
President of Tokyo, Nagaio Mataro, was determined to defend
him. At this point, the Minister of Education stepped in and
forced Nagaio to change his position and dismiss Yanaihara.
Yanaihara, however, resigned before this action could be taken,
but this incident set a new precedent in which the faculty meeting
was over-ruled by the government, thus destroying the university
autonomy.
Immediately after this, a group of right-wing professors in
the Economics Department suggested that the students should
go to the Meiji Shrine to worship on the day set aside for the
Meiji holiday. Several of the more liberal professors opposed
this, only to be marked as unpatriotic and in 1938 these and others
were arrested and accused of opposing fascism. As a result of
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these arrests, the professors were forced to resign.
At this time, Araki Sadao, a general in the army, became the
Minister of Education and his ideas were naturally very

